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The professionalism and complexity of medical big data and the expensiveness of acquiring medical knowledge make it
difficult for policymakers to judge whether the information accessed by doctors is necessary from a professional perspective
and to formulate accurate access control strategies. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a T-RBAC (trust-role
based access control) model based on two-dimensional dynamic trust assessment, Using AHP and Grey theory to quantify
the role attribute trust in the dimension of the doctor’s own attributes, Using Euler’s measurement method and probability
statistics to quantify doctors’ behavioral trust in the dimension of historical behavior, then, the trust rule base performs
hierarchical authorization based on the comprehensive trust value obtained by the weighted average. Multiattribute trust
comprehensive evaluation makes the access control model have finer access granularity and higher security. At the same
time, the introduction of time decay function and penalty function enhances the model’s sensitivity, dynamics, and
resistance to bleaching attacks.

1. Introduction

With the development of the new generation of mobile
Internet and the Internet of Things, data processing capa-
bilities continue to increase, computing, and storage costs
continue to decrease, and networks continue to expand.
In particular, high-tech technologies such as artificial intel-
ligence and sensor equipment have gradually integrated
into the medical industry. Medical informatization has
entered a period of rapid development and has accumu-
lated massive structured and unstructured medical data.
The popularization of HIS (hospital information system)
integrates data scattered in various departments of medical
institutions or among medical institutions and stores them
in a unified manner, realizes data sharing, facilitates infor-
mation access, and improves the modern management
level and diagnosis and treatment of medical institutions.

Efficiency played a huge role and became an indispensable
technical means in medical activities [1]. Traditional med-
ical data mainly comes from a large amount of data
generated in hospitals and other medical institutions when
patients seek medical treatment, including various outpatient
and emergency records, hospitalization records, imaging
records, laboratory records, medication records, surgical
records, and medical insurance data [2]. As shown in
Figure 1, with the deepening of informatization, medical big
data under the background of “Internet + medical” mainly
comes from four aspects: patient treatment process (patient-
centered data generated during the routine clinical diagnosis
and management of the hospital, such as physical sign data,
laboratory test data, patient description data, surgical data,
and cost data), wearable devices (sports health: Apple Watch,
Google Glass, Sports Bracelet; medical health: vision and
hearing enhancers, pacemakers, ECG monitors, and other
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medical-grade wearable devices), clinical research and scien-
tific research (produced in experiments data, including data
generated by some patients), life sciences and pharmaceuticals
(data generated in experiments, drug components and effects,
and other related drug data; data on subject response and
symptom improvement, and genome-related data, etc.).

Medical big data not only has the data characteristics of
traditional big data: large quantity, diversity, rapidity, and
value, but also has special attributes of the medical industry:
polymorphism, timeliness, incompleteness, sensitivity, and
closure [3]. There are various forms of medical data, includ-
ing pure data such as disease description, laboratory data,
and medical expenses, as well as signal atlas data like electro-
cardiogram atlas, as well as image data such as X-ray and CT,
and video data generated by ultrasound diagnosis during
pregnancy. They are all constantly changing data in the time
dimension and have a strong temporality. In the process of
doctor-patient interaction, the doctor’s subjective judgment
bias and the patient’s unclear description of their symptoms
will cause incomplete medical data. As a kind of data based
on “personal attributes,” medical data has higher sensitivity
and privacy than ordinary data. Therefore, many hospital
clinical data systems are relatively independent local area
networks, or even external networks, independent autono-
mous systems leading to “information islands.”

The application and development of medical big data is
conducive to saving medical costs and improving the level
of medical services, which will have a great impact on the
economy, society, and people’s lives, especially in clinical
auxiliary diagnosis and treatment, health management, pre-
cision medicine, and infectious disease monitoring aspect
[4]; all countries are vigorously promoting the application
of medical big data, but the security risks that follow are
becoming more and more serious. In order to investigate
how people perceive and balance the benefits and damages
to patients from sharing patient electronic health data, Gihan

[5] conducted a large number of questionnaires on doctors
and patients: Most people (90%) agree to share patient health
records and provide clinical advice; but more than 70% of
these people do not want these data to be shared outside
the hospital, and more importantly, only a few people
(38%) believes that electronic records are more private than
paper records, which reflects people’s concerns and doubts
about the security of their private information. As medical
data is more sensitive and private than ordinary data, it is
hard to imagine the harm and loss caused by information
leakage. For example, the data of the health agency in Utah
in the United States was stolen, causing the information leak-
age of more than 180,000 people [6], resulting in extremely
bad social impact and a crisis of trust. In addition to the data
leakage caused by external intrusion and stealing of medical
information through security vulnerabilities in the medical
information system, there is also a more common and more
harmful data leakage situation: information abuse or permis-
sion abuse within the system, which results in patient privacy
damaged leaks. Compared with paper medical records,
patient information in the health information system, such
as electronic medical records, can be quickly modified,
deleted, copied, and pasted, and it is not easy to find [7].

Information silos and data leakage are problems that
must be faced in the development of big data in the medical
field. The root cause is the lack of mature privacy protection
theories and mechanisms that match them. Therefore, how
to use various technologies to ensure the security and privacy
of medical data is the focus and difficulty of medical big data
research. Currently, the commonly used technologies in
terms of data privacy and security protection include [8]
identity authentication, data encryption, data desensitization,
and access control technologies. The 2017 Verizon Data
Breach Investigations Report (DBIR) showed that the medi-
cal industry has ranked first in information leakage, and it
is also the only industry in which internal threats are higher
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Figure 1: Main sources of medical big data.
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than external threats. The threats mainly come from exces-
sive access caused by improper allocation of access rights
for medical staff. Therefore, compared with other technolo-
gies, access control technology can better solve the root prob-
lem: data leakage and abuse caused by improper allocation of
access permissions. This is undoubtedly one of the most
effective methods for protecting the privacy of medical and
health big data. As the main producer and user of medical
data, how to formulate scientific access control strategies to
prevent the leakage of patient privacy is particularly critical
for hospitals. Traditional access control mostly involves secu-
rity administrators formulating access rights allocation strat-
egies based on experience. This kind of access control
authorization behavior itself is a labor-intensive task that
requires a lot of energy from policymakers. Medical data in
the context of big data has the characteristics of strong pro-
fessionalism, large amount of information, multiple types of
information, and fast update speed. The formulation of
access strategies has been difficult to achieve through tradi-
tional methods.

In order to solve the above problems, some scholars have
proposed a trust-based access control method [9–11]; Singh
et al. propose a trust access control model for EHS. They have
added user trust into the identity-based access control
(IBAC) model. For the computation of user trust, they used
a beta reputation approach. However, this solution cannot
resist concealed attacks such as bleaching attacks. Due to
the sensitivity and openness of EHS, these solutions are not
sufficient to provide complete security.

The contribution and innovation of this article is to
address the above medical data privacy leakage problem,
combined with appropriate mathematical theory and
methods to provide a targeted and effective access control
model; the specific model is as follows:

(1) Uses analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to layer the
doctor’s own trust indicators and calculate the
weights, and the definite weighted functions is used
to comprehensively evaluate the trust indicators to
obtain the doctor’s role attribute trust

(2) Use probability theory and Euler distance measure-
ment method to quantify the trust of medical records
in the medical system to obtain the trust value of the
doctor’s historical behavior and comprehensively
quantify the trust value with the role attribute trust
to obtain the comprehensive trust value

(3) Introduction of the penalty factor and the time decay
function enhances the trust algorithm’s ability to
resist bleaching attacks and ensures the objective
law of slow increases and sharp drops in reputation
values. Combine the two-dimensional trust evalua-
tion algorithm with the T-RBAC model and finally
get a fine-grained access control model that is more
suitable for the medical big data background

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the current research status of trust evaluation and
access control and analyzes the progress and deficiencies of

related research in the context of medical big data. Section
3 introduces the data leakage problems and security risks
in the doctor’s work process and the corresponding strate-
gies given in this paper. Section 4 introduces the construc-
tion of the index system of doctor trust and the specific
methods of various trust quantification. Section 5 conducts
related experiments on the algorithm model from three
aspects of effectiveness, sensitivity and safety and conducts
a comparative analysis of performance. Section 6 summa-
rizes this article.

2. Related Work

Most scholars at home and abroad have conducted research
on access control based on big data. For example, in order
to solve the problem of frequent access and inefficiency of
subject and object in the big data environment, scholars such
as Huang [12] classify the roles of the server and assign differ-
ent roles according to the different access objects and then
perform different permissions in the task allocation stage.
The classification improves efficiency to a certain extent.
On this basis, Zhang et al. [13] proposed an access control
model that evaluates risks and benefits. This model no longer
only performs access control based on fixed permissions
assigned in advance but starts to measure whether the risk
generated by access behavior is less than the benefits brought
by, and whether the risk is tolerable by the system, if some
unknown access behavior occurs, and the risks and benefits
generated by the behavior are evaluated; the system can still
be accessed. It is very necessary for applications and can
greatly improve its usability. In order to meet the security
and privacy requirements of the multitenant Hadoop ecosys-
tem, Gupta et al. [14] proposed a HeABACmodel that can be
applied to multiple trust scenarios. Gupta et al. [15] adds
object tags as object attributes to the RBAC model in the
Hadoop ecosystem and proposes a role access control (OT-
RBAC) model based on object tags. This model only adds
object attributes and does not consider the impact of subject
attributes and environment attributes on access authoriza-
tion. Moreover, this access control model still cannot solve
the problem of automatic and targeted adjustments in the
medical information system according to the doctor’s behav-
ior. [16] proposes and evaluates a hybrid monitoring solution
(SecHMS). The hybrid monitoring solution (SecHMS) uses
public key encryption and hashing techniques to provide
data security in cloud computing. This solution allows users
to continuously monitor the stored data, so they trust the
cloud computing systemmore. But if placed in a special envi-
ronment such as medical information, this solution means
that patients need to continue to authorize their data and
decide to provide it to doctors to reduce the risk of medical
information leakage. This is obviously very cumbersome
and troublesome, and this is not conducive to the develop-
ment of medicine to some extent. [17] proposes the federated
access control reference model (FACRM) to formalize the
design of secure BD solutions within the Apache Hadoop
stack. The research of this paper has indeed brought great
help to the problems within the scope of security and privacy
of the Hadoop stack. However, the current role of Hadoop
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commonly used in the medical field is to assist diagnosis and
personalized treatment. The medical information system
based on Hadoop is not widely used, so Hadoop access con-
trol should be considered in the future in the medical field.
Compared with ordinary big data, medical big data has
higher sensitivity and value density and requires a more pre-
cise and fine-grained authorization mechanism. Therefore,
many access control methods and theories applicable to the
background of big data cannot be applied well to medical
big data. Although there are few related researches applied
to the medical field, some scholars have done research on
it. Wilikens et al. [18] proposed a context-sensitive authori-
zation and access control method based on RBAC to simplify
the complex authorization problem of large amounts of data,
but the data type of medical big data is too complex and too
professional, and a single RBAC access control technology
has its authority classification. There are great difficulties in
setting, setting and grading information, and eventually the
mining and assignment of roles will become an extremely
difficult task. Based on this, literature [6, 19] introduces risk
into the access control scheme, divides doctors into honest
and malicious doctors, uses information entropy to describe
doctors’ behavior, and assigns the entropy of doctors’ visit
behavior as a tolerable risk quota to each doctor. This solu-
tion is a relatively loose access control method, which greatly
reduces the workload of the administrator, but the effect of
access control with too coarse granularity is not ideal. Com-
pared with risk, trust can more closely describe the relation-
ship between the producer, manager, and user of medical
data. Trust refers to the subjective willingness of the request-
ing party to accept the disadvantaged position of the trusted
party in the absence of the ability to supervise and control the
other party’s behavior and expect the trusted party to take
actions that are beneficial to itself [20]. The construction of
the relationship of trust always involves the weaker and
stronger parties. If there is no weaker party, there is no need
for trust. Obviously, the cost of acquiring medical knowledge
is very expensive; patients and interview strategy makers are
in a weak position because they do not have enough theoret-
ical knowledge to judge whether the information accessed by
doctors is really necessary. In short, the relationship between
patients, interview strategy makers, and doctors is that the
former two actively accept the disadvantaged position but
expect not to be harmed. At the same time, compared with
sensitive data, whether to trust the visitor is more optimistic
and more in line with the theoretical logic than whether the
visitor can bear the risks brought by the visit. Therefore, in
order to achieve more secure, flexible, and fine-grained access
control, scholars at home and abroad began to try to integrate
the “trust” mechanism into the traditional access control
model and formulated corresponding security strategies
according to different trust levels [21] .In 2006, Chakraborty
and Ray [22] introduced a trust evaluation model on the basis
of static RBAC and proposed a trust-role-based access con-
trol scheme (trust-role-based access control (Trusr-RBAC)),
but its user trust level. It is preset and will be reevaluated only
when the role changes. Therefore, the dynamics of trust mea-
surement is not strong, and the granularity of access control
is relatively coarse. On this basis, Hongyu et al. [23] proposed

a Trust-RBAC model with finer granularity, which provides
authorization trust constraints, integrates entity trust and
behavior trust, and designs a comprehensive multifactor user
credibility evaluation program. Banyal et al. [24] proposed an
access control model based on user trust in the cloud envi-
ronment, which divided user trust into static trust and
dynamic trust. However, this model is vulnerable to attacks
from external clouds, and its access strategy and authoriza-
tion management design are weak. Yang and Yu [25] ana-
lyzed the characteristics of the user’s visit behavior and the
factors that affect the user’s credibility and gave an evaluation
index of the user’s behavior credibility. Yuanbing et al. [26]
layered the attributes related to trust in the cloud environ-
ment and introduced the trust evaluation of a third-party
expert group to integrate subjective trust and objective trust
into the trust evaluation process. Trust is regarded as the
basic relationship between doctors and patients in academia,
so it has always been a research hotspot in the medical field at
home and abroad. Among them, the research team headed by
Hall andM. A ofWake Forest University and the Trust Study
Group research team represented by Thom and D.H. of Stan-
ford University have conducted a lot of trust-related research
as early as the 1990s [20]. Peadboy clarified the important
position and significance of trust in the medical field in his
discussion. Vawdrey [27] introduces trust into the healthcare
information system, establishes an identity verification and
access control service framework based on trust negotiation,
and explains the importance of trust evaluation when per-
forming sensitive matters and the huge potential of trust
evaluation in ensuring the security of future medical systems.
With the widespread application of telemedicine technology,
wireless and mobile networks, Boukerche and Ren [28] pro-
posed a trust evaluation model for mobile electronic medical
systems, which conducts trust evaluation on the behavior of
each node, thereby preventing node misbehavior. References
[9, 29, 30] have all made relevant studies on the medical trust
evaluation model and achieved certain results, but the prob-
lems of weak dynamics and sensitivity of access control
model still need to be further studied. The effect of trust-
based access control applied to medical big data is relatively
prominent, so it has attracted the attention of a large number
of scholars, and some scholars have conducted in-depth
research on it, but these solutions still have the following
shortcomings in the application of the medical field [21]: ①
A single trust evaluation algorithm cannot simultaneously
reflect the dynamics and sensitivity of trust. ② The existing
user behavior trust evaluation algorithm does not reflect the
objective law of slow increase and sudden decrease of trust
value and its ability to resist bleaching attacks is weak. ③
The existing trust evaluation algorithms are mainly com-
bined with the static RBAC model and lack of research on
the combination with the dynamic T-RBAC model. In
response to the above problems, this paper uses the gray sys-
tem theory, probability theory, and Euclidean distance to
comprehensively quantify the doctor’s trust value and intro-
duces a penalty factor and attenuation function to build a
more flexible, safer, and more bleach-resistant fine-grained
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trust evaluation algorithm, so the research in this article is an
important supplement to the research of medical big data
access control.

3. Related Question

This part mainly analyzes the problems existing in the estab-
lishment of the medical big data access control model and the
deficiencies of the algorithms proposed by other scholars and
propose the solutions for the behavior of doctors’ disclosure
of patients’ privacy during medical visits. Doctors are the
main users of the medical system. We divide it into three
parts: “honest doctor,” “ malicious doctor,“ and “changing
doctor.” When honest doctors work, they only select work
targets related to the patient’s condition and access patient
information related to work targets. On this basis, “malicious
doctors” and “changing doctor” will try to illegally obtain
more information from patients. When formulating access
control policies, we need to understand what behaviors may
cause information leakage. According to the characteristics
of these behaviors, corresponding environmental constraints
are added during access control to reduce the risks caused by
this behavior. The specific content is as in Question 1. At the
same time, it is also necessary to study the reasons for the bias
of model trust evaluation in the trust model and perform
corresponding optimizations to improve the evaluation
performance of the model, as described in Question 2 and
Question 3.

Use the following symbols to formally describe related
issues in this section:

γ: the types of doctors, and γ = fh,m, cg; the main types
involved in this article are honest doctor h, malicious doctor
m, and changing doctor c

D: set of doctors
R: set of doctor’s medical records in HIS
M: set of patient information;
TP: set of time periods
Dγ: set of different types of doctors, andDγ ⊂D
T totalðrÞ: the number of mission targets established in the

medical record r
φðTi,MiÞ: the degree of correlation between the target Ti

and the access information Mi
BH‐risk : high-risk visits by doctors
Question 1. Malicious doctors may try to forge more job

objectives, or try to obtain more patient information under
the same job objective. Falsified job objectives and the behav-
ior of reviewing unnecessary patient information will lead to
the disclosure of patient privacy. The purpose of this article is
to avoid doctors’ access to unnecessary medical data.

Ideally, doctor d should follow the “principle of least priv-
ilege” during the diagnosis and treatment of patients, and the
access authority P should be limited to the access authority of
relevant information under the current task target T, and
P = Pd

minðTÞ. However, in actual work, it is difficult to
achieve precise division and grant of permissions under
the background of medical big data. In order to prevent
the doctors from being assigned too few access permis-
sions and obstructing the doctor’s work, P > Pd

minðTÞ and

P⋙ Pd
minðTÞ are common in the assignment of permis-

sions. This will result in the high-risk behavior BH‐riskðTÞ
in which the malicious doctors forge more work targets
in order to obtain more privacy information of patients
or the high-risk access behavior BH‐riskðφÞ in which the
malicious doctors try to access more information under
the same work target [6].

Formally, Ti ∈ T , r ∈ R,T totalðrÞ =∑n
i=1Ti ≥ 1, BH‐riskðTÞ

∝ T totalðrÞ, and T totalðrÞ⟶ BH‐riskðTÞ; ∀Ti ∈ T , Mi ⊂M,
BH‐riskðφÞ∝ φðTi,MiÞ, φðTi,MiÞ⟶ BH‐riskðφÞ, Finally, the
doctor’s high-risk visit behavior BH‐risk is formalized as
BH‐risk = BH‐riskðTÞ + BH‐riskðφÞ.

The first thing to be clear is that when T totalðrÞ > 1 does
not mean that it must be a high-risk behavior. In the actual
diagnosis, T is established based on the doctor’s judgment
on the patient’s condition and combined with his own expe-
rience, which has great uncertainty. Misdiagnosis may occur,
so sometimes it is necessary to continue to establish and
overthrow the preset goals until the final treatment task is
completed. However, compared with the honest doctor Dh,
the malicious doctor Dm prefers to forge more preset targets
to obtain more information, that is, TDm

total ⋙ TDh
total. Therefore,

it is reasonable to take the relevance of the target information
and the achievement rate of the information target as the
trust index of the visit behavior in this paper.

Question 2. In the medical information system, such a
situation may arise: doctors who have had bad behaviors in
the past no longer have the risk of privacy leakage, or the
honest doctors in the past now have the risk of privacy leak-
age. Therefore, how to evaluate the impact of doctors’ histor-
ical behavior on the present and future is also a question that
needs to be discussed in our paper.

Let TP = TPðlastÞ + TPðnowÞ + TPðfutureÞ, ∀tpi ∈ TP
ðlastÞ, ∀tpj ∈ TPðnowÞ, ∀tpk ∈ TPðfutureÞ. In an ideal state,

the interview behavior of honest doctor Dh should satisfy
BH‐riskðtpiÞ + BH‐riskðtpjÞ + BH‐riskðtpkÞ = 0. The visit behavior
of the malicious doctor Dm is defined asBH‐riskðtpiÞ≫ 0,
BH‐riskðtpjÞ≫ 0, BH‐riskðtpkÞ≫ 0. But in reality, there is a

third type of doctor we call “changing doctor” Dc. Dc, as a
doctor type independent ofDm andDh, is more like a product
of the conversion between Dm and Dh. It refers to the doctor
who used to be a malicious doctor, and the recent visit behav-
ior has become normal, and there is a tendency to transform
to an honest doctor, or a doctor who was an honest doctor in
the past, and recently started to visit abnormally and tends to
be a malicious doctor. Therefore, even if a doctor has decided
to become an honest doctor, his poor access behavior in the
past has affected his trust assessment, and his access rights
are still restricted. So, how to measure the degree of influence
of medical records in different time periods on their trust
evaluation to make the trust evaluation mechanism more
sensitive is a problem faced by medical records as the basis
for trust evaluation.

To solve this problem, this paper uses the attenuation
function to assign its weight. The shorter the visit record
time, the greater the weight and the higher the influence on
the doctor’s trust evaluation. The longer the visit record time,
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the smaller the weight, the lower the influence on the doctor’s
trust evaluation. Using this method can improve the timeli-
ness and dynamics of the evaluation model and reduce the
impact of unstable doctors’ past legal or illegal behaviors on
their current trust evaluation. It also conforms to the objec-
tive fact that the longer the medical record, the lower the ref-
erence value. The specific implementation methods and steps
will be introduced in Section 4.

Question 3. Quantify doctors’ behaviors from multiple
perspectives as the basis for trust evaluation.

Most of the trust assessments of role abilities are auto-
matically quantified according to certain standards. The ben-
efits are obvious; especially in the big data environment, this
automated method can be faster and simpler, greatly reduc-
ing the workload of managers. However, the effect of this
method on the role attribute trust evaluation of medical staff
is very poor. The main reason for this phenomenon is the
unequal evaluation scale caused by the complexity of division
of departments. For example, working years can be used as a
major factor to measure the core competitiveness of medical
staff. Compared with nurses and surgeons, the contribution
of the same one year of work experience to their core compet-
itiveness is not equivalent, so the same evaluation indicators
in different professional fields The scale level is different;
therefore, this paper uses a combination of expert evaluation
and gray theory to avoid this problem when evaluating the
trust of role attributes. Compared with the visit behavior,
the doctor’s role attributes have less fluctuations in a certain
period, so there is no need to perform frequent role attribute
trust evaluation and replacement. It only needs to be updated
regularly. The replacement cycle is set according to the needs,
such as monthly, quarterly, and yearly.

Therefore, the human evaluation of the doctor’s role
attribute trust will not greatly affect the automation of the
model. On the contrary, the expert scoring can further
improve the scientificity and accuracy of the model.

4. Two-Dimensional Dynamic
Trust Quantification

4.1. Algorithm Idea. This paper proposes a two-dimensional
dynamic trust ðRT, HTÞ evaluation algorithm based on
T-RBAC. The T-RBAC model is combined with the charac-
teristics of the medical big data environment and the doctor’s
workflow, and the influence of factors such as the doctor’s
own trust attributes and historical behavior credibility on
trust is comprehensively considered. The algorithmmeasures
the credibility of doctors in two dimensions: (1) using AHP
and gray theory to layer the doctor’s own trust attributes
and quantify the role attribute trust RT and (2) the Euler dis-
tance measurement method is used to measure the similarity
of medical records, and the time attenuation function is
introduced to calculate the time attenuation weight wt and
the medical record trust degree ReT. Analyze the doctor’s
historical visit behavior performance through probability sta-
tistics, and add the trust Penalty policy, and finally get the
historical behavior trust HT. According to the weights ωRT
and ωHT set in advance by the system, RT and HT are
weighted and averaged to obtain the doctor’s comprehensive

trust degree CT, CTdr = ωRT∙RTdr + ωHT∙HTdr. Moreover,
ωRT and ωHT can be adjusted according to demand, but in
order to ensure that both RT and ReT can exert their due
effects, their parameter settings should meet the following
constraints: ωRT, ωHT ∈ ½0:4,0:6�, 且ωRT + ωHT = 1. Finally,
trust rule base (TRB) assigns corresponding access rights
according to preset access rules, as shown in Figure 2.

TRB presets four trust intervals ½T1, T2Þ, ½T2, T3Þ,
½T3, T4Þ, and ½T4, T5� according to the system to correspond
to different levels of authorization rules R1, R2, R3, and R4.
According to the trust interval to which the comprehensive
trust degree CT belongs, the authorization rule Rx of the cor-
responding level is activated, so as to achieve the purpose of
access control. The value of the interval threshold Tx can
be flexibly set according to actual needs. The Tx of TRB in
this article are T1 = 0, T2 = 0:6, T3 = 0:8, T4 =0.9, and T5 =
1.0. Specific authorization rules are shown in Table 1.

This paper adopts a two-dimensional trust ðRT, HTÞ
evaluation strategy, which has a finer granularity than the
previous one-dimensional trust evaluation strategy. The
introduction of time decay weight wt and punishment strat-
egy can improve access control to roles, tasks, access behav-
iors, etc. The dynamic adaptability and sensitivity of factors
and the ability to resist bleaching attacks were included.

4.2. Role Attribute Trust

4.2.1. Construction of Role Trust Indicators

Definition 1. Doctor attribute trust value RT. RT refers to the
trust-related attributes inherent in doctors themselves.

From a psychological point of view, trust refers to a person’s
grasp of the credibility of another person. When assessing the
trust of doctors by patients and access control strategy
makers, in addition to direct trust in doctors’ historical
behaviors, they also consider indirect trust in doctors’
abilities such as skills, talent, sense of responsibility, and atti-
tude, and finally decide whether to trust doctors. In general,
the weaker party is more willing to trust a doctor with strong
ability when other conditions are unknown or the same.
Therefore, it is necessary and consistent with objective laws
to quantify the role attributes of doctors.

This article consulted hospital experts and university
experts in related fields, and based on the literature [20, 21],
combined with the characteristics of doctors in the context
of big data, according to the affiliation between each
attribute, from the core competitiveness and interpersonal
quality analyze the attributes of doctors layer by layer, and
establish a trust attribute tree based on the doctor’s
trust attributes. As shown in Figure 3, T = fT1, T2g is
the first-level trust attribute, and T1 = ft11, t12, t13, t14g
and T2 = ft21, t22, t23g are the second-level trust attribute.

4.2.2. Determination of the Weight of Trust Attribute Index.
When evaluating the trust attributes of doctors, because the
importance of each index is different, the role of evaluating
doctors’ trust value is also different. The role attribute trust
evaluation of doctors is a goal evaluation under the influence
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of multiple factors, which is a “Multiobjective decision-
making problem,” so this article uses AHP to determine the
weight [31]. Specific steps are as follows.

Step 1. Establish a role attribute trust judgment matrix.
According to the affiliation of each attribute in the trust
attribute tree, all the doctor’s trust attributes are divided into
three levels. The highest level s1 contains one element, the

root node T ; the middle level s2 contains two elements
fT1, T2,g, and the lowest level s3 contains Several ele-
ments ft11, t12, t13, t14, t21, t22, t23g. Using the method of
pairwise comparison, scoring is based on the relative
importance of elements at this level and establish the
doctor’s kth level trust attribute judgment matrix Ask and
1<k ≤ 3 is expressed as

Ask =

ak11 ak12

ak21 ak22
⋯

ak1j

ak2j

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

ami1 ⋯ akij

2
6666664

3
7777775
: ð1Þ

At the same time, the idea of comparing index weights in
pairs can greatly reduce the impact of human judgment
errors on the evaluation process [32, 33]. When constructing
the judgment matrix Ask, the importance of different trust
attributes is represented by a sequence of 1-9 natural num-
bers. The specific scaling methods and meanings are shown
in Table 2.
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional dynamic trust quantification algorithm.

Table 1: Rule base permission distribution table.

Authorization level Linguistic definition Confidence interval Permission assignment

R1 Very credible 0:9 ≤ x ≤ 1:0 Allow 10% excess access

R2 Credible 0:8 ≤ x < 0:9 Allow 5% excess access

R3 Untrustworthy 0:6 ≤ x < 0:8 Excessive access is not allowed

R4 Very untrustworthy 0 ≤ x < 0:6 Deny user’s access request
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T2: Interpersonal
quality

t11: Academic degree

t12: Working years

t13: Quality of treatment

t14: Tact

t21:kindness

t22: Communication skills

t23: Doctor-patient relationship

Figure 3: Attribute tree of doctor role attribute trust.
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Step 2. According to the judgment matrix, calculate the
relative weight. The judgment matrix constructed by the
1-9 scale method is used to calculate the weight of each
index by the root finding method.

(1) Calculate the product of row elements of the
judgment matrix

Mk
i =

Yn
j=1

akij, i = 1, 2,⋯, n ð2Þ

(2) Take the continuous product vectorMk
i to the power

of n

Mk
i = mk

1,m
k
2,⋯,mk

n

� �T
,

mk
i =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mk

i
n
q ð3Þ

(3) Normalized processing to get the weight vector Wk

Wk = wk
1,w

k
2,⋯,wk

n

� �T
,

wk
i =

mk
i

∑n
i=1m

k
i

, i = 1, 2,⋯, n,
ð4Þ

where wk
i is the weight coefficient of each index of the kth

layer, and Wk is the weight vector

Step 3. Consistency check. In order to test the coordination
between the importance of each index, it is necessary to check
the consistency of the weight coefficient wi of each layer, and
calculate the consistency index CI in (5) and the consistency
ratio CR in (6).

CI =
λmax − nð Þ
n − 1ð Þ , ð5Þ

CR =
CI
RI

, ð6Þ

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the judgment
matrix A, RI is the average random consistency index, and
the value of RI is shown in Table 3.

When calculating the consistency ratio CR, the smaller
the CR, the better the consistency of the judgment matrix.
When CR < 0:1, it is deemed to have satisfactory consistency.
Otherwise, the judgment matrix needs to be revised until the
test conditions are met before proceeding to the next step.

4.2.3. Trust Quantification of Role Attributes. The evaluation
sample matrix is established according to the expert’s score,
and the Grey White function is used to quantify each index,
and the doctor role attribute trust value RT is obtained. Spe-
cific steps are as follows.

Step 1. Calculate the sample matrix through expert scoring
method. The evaluation of the trust value of each indicator
is completed by experts in the field. The experts score the
trust indicators according to their own experience and rele-
vant domain knowledge, and fill in the scoring table. The
final sample matrix d as

d =

d11 d11 ⋯ d1n

d11 d11 d1n

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

dm1 dm2 ⋯ dmn

2
666664

3
777775
: ð7Þ

Step 2. Determine the evaluation gray category. Determining
the evaluation gray class is to determine the number of eval-
uation gray classes, the gray class gray number and theWhite
function f ðxÞ, which are divided into 5 gray classes according
to the degree of trust s = f1, 2, 3, 4, 5g and use the equal dif-
ference scoring method.

Table 2: Scale and meaning of judgment matrix of analytic hierarchy process.

Scaling Meaning

1 Compared with the two trust attributes, they are of equal importance

3 Compared with the two trust attributes, one attribute is slightly more important than the other

5 Compared with the two trust attributes, one attribute is obviously more important than the other

7 Compared with the two trust attributes, one attribute is more important than the other

9 Compared with the two trust attributes, one attribute is extremely important than the other

2, 4, 6, 8 The scale when taking a compromise between two adjacent scales

Reciprocal
If the attribute i is compared with the attribute j, the importance scale value is aij,

the importance of attribute j relative to i is aji = 1/aij
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The first gray category: s = 1

f1 xð Þ =
x, x ∈ 0, 1½ �,
2 − x, x ∈ 1, 2½ �,
0, x ∉ 0, 2½ �:

8>><
>>:

ð8Þ

The second gray category: s = 2

f2 xð Þ =

x
2
,

4 − x
2

,

0,

 

8>>>><
>>>>:

x ∈ 0, 2½ �,
x ∈ 2, 4½ �,
x ∉ 0, 4½ �:

ð9Þ

The third grey category: s = 3

f3 xð Þ =

x
3
,

6 − x
3

,

0,

8>>>><
>>>>:

 

x ∈ 0, 3½ �,
x ∈ 3, 6½ �,
x ∉ 0, 6½ �:

ð10Þ

The fourth gray category: s = 4

f4 xð Þ =

x
4
,

8 − x
4

,

0,

8>>>><
>>>>:

 

x ∈ 0, 4½ �,
x ∈ 4, 8½ �,
x ∉ 0, 8½ �:

ð11Þ

The fifth gray category: s = 5

f5 xð Þ =
x
5
,

1,

8<
:  

x ∈ 0, 5½ �,
x ∈ 5,+∞½ �:

ð12Þ

Step 3. Calculate the gray evaluation coefficient to construct
the gray evaluation weight matrix. The trust evaluation index
tij of doctor dr, the gray evaluation coefficient belonging to

the e-th evaluation gray category is Xije =∑p
k=1 f eðdijÞ, which

belongs to the total gray evaluation coefficient of each evalu-
ation gray category is Xij =∑5

e=1Xije.

For the evaluation index tij, the gray evaluation weight
value of the evaluation object belonging to the eth gray class
is denoted as rije, then rije = Xije/Xij, which can determine the
trust evaluation index tij for e gray class gray evaluation

weight vectors rij, rij = ðrij1, rij2,⋯,rije,Þ. Then, determine
the trust evaluation index T (a set of indexes tij) for the full
matrix Ri of each evaluation gray category gray evaluation.

Step 4. Calculation of the doctor attribute trust value TA.
According to the foregoing calculation, the second-level trust
index weight Wi is obtained, then the second-level index is
comprehensively evaluated Bi =Wi × Ri, and the first-level
index gray evaluation matrix R = ðB1, B2,⋯,Bi,ÞT , repeat the
above steps to make a first-level comprehensive evaluation
B =W × R, and finally get the doctor’s role attribute trust
value RT after normalization.

4.3. Historical Behavior Trust. The doctor’s historical behav-
ior trust value HT includes two aspects: medical record trust
ReT and behavior reputation BR. ReT is related to the goal
correlation P and the goal achievement rate C. According
to Pi and Ci, the trust degree of the ith medical record can
be obtained ReTi, the corresponding weight wi is assigned
through the time-based attenuation function, and the
weighted average is used to calculate the doctor. The average
historical medical record trust value ReT and use the penalty
function to calculate the doctor’s behavior reputation BR.
Finally, the weighted average of ReT and BR will get the doc-
tor’s behavioral trust value HT.

4.3.1. Modeling of Medical Records. Medical records are
essentially a mapping of the doctor’s work process. The basic
process of the doctor’s work is as follows: After a simple com-
munication between the doctor and the patient, an expected
goal T is determined for the patient based on experience. For
example: the doctor dr suspects that patient a is suffering
from a certain disease such as “allergic bubble pneumonia”
and establishes the corresponding expected target T1ðaÞ;
then, the doctor will visit the patient information M1ðaÞ
related to T1ðaÞ and judge the correctness of T1ðaÞ, if it is
correct, the task will be completed; otherwise, set the task tar-
get T2ðaÞ again, and query the patient-related information
M2ðaÞ until the target TiðaÞ is confirmed or the patient leaves
on their own, every visit. The details are recorded, and a com-
plete medical record is finally formed. And one medical
record represents one visit, including several visit (detail)
actions. Therefore, according to the doctor’s workflow char-
acteristics, the visit records stored in the HIS are modeled
as a four-tuple N = ðPN , T ,M, TlÞ. The specific meaning of
each symbol is as follows.

PN : a set of all patient names
TðaÞ: the set of task goals established by the doctor dur-

ing the diagnosis and treatment of patient a
TiðaÞ: the ith expected goal established by the doctor

for patient a, and TðaÞ = fT1ðaÞ, T2ðaÞ,⋯,TiðaÞ,⋯,TnðaÞg
ð1 ≤ n ≤ sÞ, and s is the upper limit of the maximum num-
ber of mission targets

MðaÞ: the set of all information visited by the doctor dur-
ing the diagnosis and treatment of patient a

MiðaÞ: in order to determine the correctness of TiðaÞ,
the doctor accesses the set of patient information, and
MðaÞ = fM1ðaÞ,M2ðaÞ,⋯,MiðaÞ,⋯,MnðaÞg

Table 3: Average random consistency index RI table.

Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

RI 0 0 0.52 0.89 1.12 1.26 1.36

Order 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

RI 1.41 1.46 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58
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miðaÞ: the doctor visits the specific information items of
patient a, and MiðaÞ = fm1ðaÞ,m2ðaÞ,⋯,mnðaÞg

CðaÞ: the target completion rate of the medical records
generated by the interaction between the doctor and the
patient a

Tl: medical record time label

4.3.2. Trust Quantification of Medical Records.When quanti-
fying the trust of doctors’ historical medical records, divide
their visit behavior into two parts: behavior (actual behavior)
and expectation (expected behavior), and quantify trust
based on their deviation.

Definition 2. Behavior matrix M. M is a matrix formed by
quantifying patient information actually visited by doctors
in medical records according to specific standards. MTi

is a
first-order matrix composed of the patient information mi
visited by the doctor under the task target Ti quantified
according to a specific standard, formally described as (13),
the behavior matrix M is composed of i matrices MTi

is
formed, as in (14) formula.

MTi
= ρ1m1, ρ2m2,⋯,ρnmn½ �, ð13Þ

M =

MT1

MT2

⋮

MTi

2
666664

3
777775

1 ≤ i ≤ sð Þ: ð14Þ

We use the 0-1 variable to mark whether the patient
information r has been visited. If it is visited, mark it as
mi = 1; otherwise, mi = 0. According to the degree of sensi-
tivity of patient information, it is divided into low-sensitive
information, medium-sensitive information, and high-
sensitive information and ρlow : ρmid : ρhigh = 1 : 2 : 3. The
behavior matrix ρlow : ρmid : ρhigh = 1 : 2 : 3 is composed of
patient information visited by the doctor, so the value of
m is all 1. If the number of elements in each row is different,
the maximum number of elements is taken as the standard,
and the rest is filled with 0.

Definition 3. Expect matrix EM. EM is the information
matrix that patients expect doctors to access to complete
treatment tasks under the “principle of least privilege.” Its
information items are consistent with M as follows:

EMTi
= ρ1em1, ρ2em2,⋯,ρnemn½ �,

M =

EMT1

EMT2

⋮

EMTi

2
666664

3
777775

1 ≤ i ≤ sð Þ:
ð15Þ

In the context of big data, it is impossible to formulate a
set of fine-grained expectation matrix judgment criteria

based on the Treatment Task-Patient Information, so this
paper proposes a judgment method based on probability
theory. The idea of this method is on the premise that most
doctors are honest, when a large number of doctors visit m
under the target T ; then, m is the necessary information
m = 1; otherwise, m = 0. Assuming that the proportion of
honest doctors in the sample doctor set D is not less than
70%, φT

m is the probability that the patient information m
is accessed under the target task T , em = 1ðφT

m > 70%Þ;
otherwise, em = 0ðφT

m ≤ 70%Þ.

Definition 4.Work goal relevance P. P refers to the degree of
relevance between the target T proposed by the doctor and
the visited patient information R during the treatment pro-
cess, that is, the similarity (distance) between the behavior
matrix M and the expectation matrix EM. By calculating
the Euler distance EDðSM,MÞ of M and EM, and normaliz-
ing it to get the work target correlation P, and Pϵ½0, 1�.

ED EM,Mð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EM −Mð Þ EM −Mð ÞT ,

q

P = 1 −
ED EM,Mð Þ

MAX ED EM,Mð Þð Þ :
ð16Þ

where MAX ðEDðEM,MÞÞ is the maximum possible
distance between EM and M. Euclidean distance is used to
calculate the similarity, which can reflect the absolute differ-
ence of individual values. It is suitable for the analysis of the
difference between the numerical values of different dimen-
sions. At the same time, the higher the matrix similarity P
indicates the higher the work target relevance, the safer the
access behavior.

Definition 5. Target achievement rate C. The target achieve-
ment rate describes the degree of achievement (approximate
degree) of the actual treatment efficiency compared to the
expected treatment efficiency. The formal definition is as
follows:

C =
ρsuc
ρ∗suc

, ρsuc < ρ∗suc,

1, ρsuc ≥ ρ∗suc:

8<
: ð17Þ

ρsuc is the diagnosis rate of the current medical records,
and ρsuc = 1/i, i is the number of expected targets, ρ∗sus is the
expected diagnosis rate, that is, the average diagnosis rate
required to complete the treatment task. The higher the
achievement rate, the completion degree the better, the
higher the credibility of the access behavior, and C ∈ ½0, 1�.

Let ωP and ωC be the weights of the work goal correlation
P and the achievement rate C, respectively, and ωP , ωC ∈ ½0,
1�, ωP + ωC = 1, the doctor’s ith medical record trust degree
is ReTi, as follows:

ReTi = ωP∙Pi + ωC∙Ci ð18Þ

After calculating ReTi, add an evaluation tag to mark the
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nature of the current record. When ReTiϵ½0:9,1�, mark it as a
benign visit; when ReTiϵ½0:8,0:9Þ, mark as normal visit, when
ReTiϵ½0,0:8Þ, mark as malicious visit. The evaluation label
provides a judgment basis for the trust punishment strategy.

In order to increase the sensitivity and dynamics of the
evaluation system, this paper uses a time decay function to
perform a weighted average on the calculated medical record
trust ReTi to obtain the final average medical record trust
value ReT as follows:

ReT =
1
n
〠
n

i=1
ωi · ReTi: ð19Þ

Divide the medical records in HIS into n time periods
according to the timeline. Each time period may contain
one or more medical records, and the same time period has
the same weight ω, where ωi is the weight of the ith time
period, and the definition of ωi as follows:

f ið Þ = 1 −
i

n + 1

� �k+1
k > 0, ð20Þ

ωi =
f ið Þ

∑n−1
i=1 f ið Þ

: ð21Þ

f ðiÞ is the time decay function, n is the number of time
nodes, and i is the current time period. In order to make
the whole evaluation system pay more attention to the recent
doctors’ visit behavior dynamics and trends, and the medical
records that are too old are only used as a certain reference,
we choose k > 0 to make it appear to be attenuated over time
The characteristics of acceleration, the selection of the specific
k value can be flexibly changed according to requirements.

4.3.3. Evaluation of Doctors’ Behavioral Reputation

Definition 6. Behavioral reputation BR. BR is the credit status
of doctors’ historical behavior from a macroperspective. If
doctors can maintain good access behavior for a long time,
BR will have a good accumulation. If malicious access behav-
ior occurs, it will decrease, and the decline is greater than the
increase, that is, it is easier to destroy reputation than to
establish reputation.

Based on the literature [21, 34], this paper introduces the rep-
utation penalty strategy to reflect the objective law of the slow
increase and decrease of the reputation value in the real envi-
ronment. The reputation evaluation algorithm is defined as

BR =

∑n
i=1Bi

∑n
i=1Mi +∑n

i=1Bi
−

1
1 + e1/∑

n
i=1Mi

, 〠
n

i=1
Mi ≤ 〠

n

i=1
Bi,

0, 〠
n

i=1
Mi > 〠

n

i=1
Bi:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð22Þ

Bi is the number of benign visits andMi is the number of
malicious visits. Due to the existence of the penalty factor
1/ð1 + e1/∑

n
i=1MiÞ, once there is a malicious visit. Even if

∑n
i=1Mi > 0, its visit reputation BR will be greatly reduced,

which will increase the price paid by doctors for malicious
visits. When malignant visits exceed benign visits, we con-
sider its reputation value is zero.

Let ωReT and ωBR be the preset weights of ReT and BR,
respectively, ωHT∗ , ωBR ∈ ½0, 1�, and ωReT + ωBR = 1, the final
doctor’s historical behavior trust HT algorithm is defined as

HT = ωReT · ReT + ωBR · BR: ð23Þ

5. Experiment and Analysis

5.1. Data Sources. Relying on the National Natural Science
Foundation of China project “Medical Big Data Privacy and
Security Risk Measurement and Privacy Protection in the
Cloud Environment”, this paper has completed related
research experiments with the project partner of a third-
class hospital in Kunming. All data are provided by the hos-
pital, including 1360 tables with a total of 2,139,373 data. The
experimental team extracted part of the data for research and
analysis, mainly including data on the home page of medical
records (37469), basic patient information (75705), and med-
ical log (71453), medical order information (198780), error
log (33336), employee information (3242), and login log
(532). At the same time, the research team invited 10 experts
from hospitals and universities to evaluate the weight of the
trust evaluation index system established in this article.
Among them, there are 3 directors and deputy directors of
the clinical department of the hospital, 2 human resource
management experts in the hospital, and 5 university experts
in related research fields. All experts have more than five
years of management or work experience, and have titles of
associate senior or higher. The real data used in this article
are all digitized data obtained after the data manager agrees
and is processed with security technologies such as informa-
tion desensitization.

5.2. Experiment Preparation

5.2.1. Establishment of Trust Evaluation System. The research
team invited 10 experts to jointly complete the selection and
empowerment of trust indicators, as follows.

(1) The weight calculation and consistency test of the
first-level indicators. Table 4 shows the weights of
the first-level indicators of doctor trust attributes

λmax = 2, CI = ðλmax − nÞ/n − 1 = 0; no consistency check
is required.

(2) The weight calculation and consistency test of the
second-level indicators. Tables 5 and 6 for the core
competitiveness evaluation index weight and the
interpersonal quality evaluation index weight

λmax = 4:207, CI = ðλmax − nÞ/ðn − 1Þ = 0:069, CR = 0:078
< 0:1, pass the consistency test.
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λmax = 3:050, CI = ðλmax − nÞ/ðn − 1Þ = 0:025, CR = 0:048
< 0:1, pass the consistency test.

Finally, the weight vector of the first level index is
WT = f0:667,0:333g, and the weight vector of the sec-
ond level index is WT1

= f0:245,0:268,0:270,0:217g,
WT2

= f0:300,0:345,0:355g. From Table 4, we find that com-
pared with the interpersonal quality T2, the doctor’s trust is
more dependent on its core competence T1, which coincides
with the research in the literature [35, 36] and also verifies
the trust established in this article The rationality of the
indicator system. wtij

is the relative weight of the index tij. In

order to show the direct influence of each trust index on the
doctor’s trust degree more intuitively, we define the direct
weight w∗

t =wt ·wT , then the direct trust degree of the first-
level trust index is as follows: w∗

t11
=wt11

·wT1
=0.163, w∗

t12
=

wt12
·wT1

=0.179, w∗
t13

=wt13
·wT1

=0.180, w∗
t14

=wt14
·wT1

=
0.145, w∗

t21
=wt21

·wT2
=0.100, w∗

t22
=wt22

·wT2
=0.115, and

w∗
t23

=wt23
·wT2

=0.118, The details are shown in Figure 4.

5.2.2. Role Attribute Trust Distribution. The research team
randomly selected 60 doctors d1, d2,⋯, d60 from a third-
class hospital in Kunming as sample doctors and evaluated
the trust degree according to the index system of 5.1.1. We
divided the trust evaluation level into 5 levels from low to
high and adopts the arithmetic scoring method. The highest
score for each indicator is 5.00 points, the lowest score is
1.00 points, with 0.5 as the smallest increment, and the high-
est is 5.00 points. After the gray statistics are normalized, the
final character attributes are obtained: Trust value RT and
RT ∈ ½0:00,1:00�. The final evaluation result distribution is
shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 6, the probability statistics of the doc-
tor’s trust evaluation data show that the relative frequency of
the doctor’s role attribute trust distribution decreases from
0.7 to the left and right and is concentrated in ½0:7 − 0:8�.
After fitting, it is found that it is similar to the Gaussian dis-
tribution of X ~Nð0:76,0:01Þ.

5.3. Model Performance Analysis. This article consulted
experts in related fields of universities and hospitals, and
finally set the indicators as: ωRT = 0:4, ωHT = 0:6, ωP = 0:4
ωC = 0:6, and k = 2.

The dataset simulated in this paper includes 6000
historical visit records of 600 doctors randomly generated,
each historical visit record contains several visits, and the
visit records of doctors are divided into five time periods of
ft1, t2, t3, t4, t5g according to the linear time order, and each
time period contains 2 access records. According to the target
achievement rate, target relevance, and role trust, 600 doctors
are divided into honest doctor type @A, malicious doctor
type @B, @C, and @D. The specific rules for generating var-
ious types of doctors are shown in Table 7.

When C < 0:65, the achievement rate is considered
abnormal; otherwise, it is normal. In the dataset generated
by the experimental simulation, RT is randomly generated
in the interval ½0‐1� according to X ~Nð0:75,0:01Þ.

5.3.1. Effectiveness Analysis. In this experiment, we mainly
conduct a comprehensive trust evaluation of the simulated
doctors, and compare whether the CT distinction between
“honest doctors” and the three types of “malicious doctors”
is obvious, and whether the group of doctors with the highest
comprehensive trust score is mostly honest doctors. Whether
most of the doctors with the lowest trust score are malicious
doctors. According to the rules in Table 7, 600 doctors were
randomly generated, the proportions of each type of doctor

Table 4: First-level index weights of doctor trust attributes.

Trust evaluation index T1 T2 wTi

Core competence T1ð Þ 1.000 2.000 0.667

Interpersonal quality T2ð Þ 0.5000 1.000 0.333

Table 5: Core competitiveness evaluation index weight.

Core competence T1ð Þ t11 t12 t13 t14 wt1i

Academic degree t11ð Þ 1.000 0.500 1.250 1.450 0.245

Working years t12ð Þ 2.000 1.000 0.660 0.870 0.268

Quality of treatment t13ð Þ 0.800 1.520 1.000 1.220 0.270

Tact t14ð Þ 0.680 1.150 0.820 1.000 0.217

Table 6: Interpersonal quality evaluation index weight.

Interpersonal quality T2ð Þ t21 t22 t23 wt2i

Kindness t21ð Þ 1.000 1.080 0.680 0.300

Communication skills t22ð Þ 0.930 1.000 1.210 0.345

Doctor-patient relationship t23ð Þ 1.470 0.830 1.000 0.355
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Figure 4: Direct weights of trust indicators.
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were @A ð85%Þ, @B ð5%Þ,@C ð5%Þ, and @D ð5%Þ, specific
experimental results, as shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, the average comprehensive trust of @A doc-
tors is 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6 times that of@B,@C, and@D doctors,
and the average comprehensive trust of “honest doctors” is
1.3 times that of “malicious doctors.” It shows that the two
types of doctors are clearly distinguishable, and the model
in this paper is effective. According to Figure 8, in this
experiment, the 20 doctors with the lowest trust score are
all malicious doctors, and the accuracy rate of the top 50
doctors with the lowest trust score is also maintained at more
than 90%.

5.3.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Sensitivity analysis mainly tests the
sensitivity of the “traditional model” that uses the average
weight distribution and the “this paper model” that uses the

time decay function to dynamically distribute the weights
to the development trend of “unstable doctors.” In other
words, based on the doctor’s historical visit records and
recent visit behavior characteristics, which model can more
quickly discover and predict the doctor’s future visit behavior
trends? This experiment simulates the “unstable doctor”
transformation process of @A ~@D type, where the maxi-
mum sample interval Smax = 10, and the doctor’s initial com-
prehensive trust value CT = 1:0. We set each trust parameter
of legal access behavior to 1.0, and each trust parameter of
illegal access behavior to 0.6. The reason why the trust
parameter is set at 0.6 for illegal access behavior is similar
to that when the full score is 1, the passing line is 0.6. This
is because it was found after several trials that this value
can more accurately describe and predict the trend of doc-
tors’ future visits based on the doctor’s historical visit records
and recent visits behavior characteristics. The weight of the
traditional model is w∗

i = 0:1, i ∈ f1, 2,⋯,10g, According to
formulas (20) and (21), the time decay weight of the model
in this paper is wi = ½0:027,0:048, 0:069,0:087,0:103,0:116,0:
127,0:136,0:142,0:145� where i ∈ f1, 2,⋯,10g.

The trust value of traditional medical records is recorded
as ReT∗, and the trust value of comprehensive medical
records is recorded as ReT. The experimental results are
shown in Table 8 and Figure 9.

Sensitivity analysis mainly tests the sensitivity of the
model to the development trend of “change doctors,” that
is, whether it can more quickly discover and predict future
visit behavior trends of the doctor based on the doctor’s his-
torical visit records and recent visit behavior characteristics.
This experiment simulates the “changing doctor” transfor-
mation process of @A ~@D type, where the maximum sam-
ple interval Smax = 10, the doctor’s initial comprehensive trust
value CT = 1, the traditional average weight is w∗, and the
traditional medical record trust value is ReT∗. The experi-
mental results are shown in Table 8 and Figure 9.

In Figure 9, compared with the traditional algorithm
using the average weight, the algorithm using the time decay
function in this paper reduces the doctor’s trust value more
quickly under the continuous malicious visit behavior, so
that the malicious behavior is found earlier. According to
Table 7, when the doctor made the fourth malicious visit
ðReT4 = 0:78 < 0:80Þ, the algorithm in this paper has identi-
fied the behavior as a malicious visit, and the traditional algo-
rithm until the sixth time ðReT∗

6 = 0:76Þ to identify the
malicious visit behavior of the doctor. Therefore, under the
same access behavior, the trust algorithm model adopted in
this paper is more sensitive to malicious access behavior than
the model using traditional algorithms.

5.3.3. Safety Analysis. Reputation evaluation is a security
strategy generated by simulating interpersonal communica-
tion. The determination of reputation value is corrected
through continuous interaction and feedback. The proposal
of this idea makes up for the shortcomings of traditional
security technology to a certain extent [37]. However,
dynamic repair will also increase the risk of being “bleached
attack” and make the reputation evaluation system invalid.
This experiment mainly analyzes the ability of the trust
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algorithm in this paper to resist “bleaching attack” and com-
pares it with the algorithm in literature [23].

In this experiment, Smax = 200, the doctor’s initial medi-
cal record is R = fR1, R2,⋯,R200g, suppose the doctor’s latest
medical record R200 is marked as a malignant visit, and other

visits are marked as normal visits. The experiment observes
that the doctor’s reputation value changes when performing
a “bleaching attack” with a benign visit after a malicious visit.
The number of benign visits increases from 0 to 200. The spe-
cific experimental results are shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 10, the algorithm in [23] with the continuous
increase of benign visits, its trust value approaches 1, and
finally almost completely covers the influence of past mali-
cious visits on reputation. The algorithm used in this article
adds a penalty factor to increase the impact of malicious visits
on reputation. Even if there is only one malicious visit, the
reputation will be reduced to about 0.73. Even if a large num-
ber of benign visits are followed up, it still cannot cover up
the past. For the influence of malicious behavior on reputa-
tion, so compared with the literature [23], the reputation
algorithm of this paper has stronger anti-bleaching attack
ability. Literature [21] also uses the strategy of introducing
a penalty factor to strengthen the algorithm’s ability to resist
bleaching attacks, but the fatal point is that the introduction
of the penalty factor will cause permanent “damage” to the
reputation, which may eventually cause the user’s reputation
to collapse. The evaluation model in this article uses the
“queue” idea to avoid this situation.

In this experiment, Smax = 200, the initial sample set
R = fR1, R2,⋯,R200g, after i times of updates, it becomes
R = fR1+i, R2+i,⋯,R200+ig, when i = Smax200, the sample col-
lection is all updated, and the medical record R200 is marked

Table 7: Rules for generating simulation datasets.

Doctor type Type code Achievement rate, C Target relevance, P Role trust, RT
Honest doctor @A Normal Normal Gauss random

Malicious doctor

@B Normal Abnormal Gauss random

@C Abnormal Normal Gauss random

@D Abnormal Abnormal Gauss random
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Table 8: Historical trust values of different visit times.

Number of visits Medical records P C Re Ti ReT ReT∗

0 R1-R10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1
R2-R10 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.942 0.960
R11 0.6 0.6 0.6

2
R3-R10 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.885 0.920
R11-R12 0.6 0.6 0.6

3
R4-R10 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.831 0.880
R11-R13 0.6 0.6 0.6

4
R5-R10 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.780 0.840
R11-R14 0.6 0.6 0.6

5
R6-R10 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.733 0.800
R11-R15 0.6 0.6 0.6

·
·
·

9
R10 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.6 0.6
R11-R19 0.6 0.6 0.6
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as malicious. When the doctor performs 200 nonmalicious
visits again, the evaluation sample fR1, R2,⋯,R200g is
updated to fR201, R202,⋯,R400g, and the malicious visit
behavior is recycled out of the evaluation sample, that is,
one malicious act of a doctor requires 200 nonmalicious visits
to eliminate the impact. The price paid by doctors for mali-
cious visits is related to the sample interval Smax. The larger
Smax is, the higher the price for malicious visits is. Smax can
be flexibly selected according to needs. Therefore, the reputa-
tion algorithm in this article has higher antiwhitening ability
and stronger flexibility.

Let 200 benign visits, the number of malicious visits
increase from 0 to 200, and Smax ≥ 400 (that is, sample

records do not need to be popped). The performance com-
parison of the reputation algorithm in this paper and the
algorithm in literature [23] is shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, with the accumulation of malicious visits,
the reputation value of literature [23] decreases slowly and
is less sensitive to malicious visits, and the reputation value
drops to negative as the number of malicious visits increases
to about 100. The value continues to decline as the number of
malicious visits increases. The credibility evaluation of this
algorithm is obviously not logical and realistic. In compari-
son, the reputation algorithm in this paper quickly drops to
a very low value (about 0.613) during the first few (2) mali-
cious visits. When it drops to a certain value, the number of
malicious visits increases, and the reputation value is always
maintained at [0,1], which reflects the objective law of the
sudden drop in reputation value, while ensuring the reason-
ableness of the reputation value.

6. Conclusion

The popularization of electronic medical records and the
continuous improvement and development of HIS have
made big data medical treatment a necessary trend in the
development of medical informatization in the future. How
to balance the advantages and disadvantages of medical
informatization will also become a hot topic in future
research. This paper proposes an access control model based
on two-dimensional trust evaluation for medical big data. It
conducts fine-grained trust evaluation on doctors from the
two dimensions of role attributes and historical behavior
and dynamically adjusts their access capabilities, thereby
avoiding The doctor’s malicious visit caused the leakage of
patient information. This article uses real data and simulated
data to conduct a series of comparative experiments. The
experimental results show that the model is effective in sup-
pressing malicious access behavior. The model’s dynamics,
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sensitivity, and resistance to bleaching attacks have been
improved compared to other solutions.

In the future, we plan to study more complex cases of
doctor-patient interaction and analyze and sort out a more
complete and scientific evaluation index system for these
complex situations. At the same time, this paper verifies the
performance improvement of this model compared with
other models in trust quantitative evaluation (implicit target)
through experiments. Under normal circumstances, the
improvement of implicit target performance will ultimately
affect the performance of the displayed target. Therefore,
we plan to prove the explicit target performance of the model
through malicious behavior detection in real data. We also
plan to refer to more advanced access control models and
recent solutions commonly used in big data systems, and
develop some hybrid access control models to handle the
use, storage, communication, and operation of medical data.
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